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Rev Debra Sabino 

Sermon Easter 3A.2020 
Finding our footing again 

“We had hoped that he was the one to redeem Israel.” 

The two disciples said as they were walking to Emmaus and sharing with each other about 
their disappointment in Jesus and how their hopes for a new future and way of  life had be-
come yet one more false path. 

They thought he could be the one to turn things around. 

They didn’t recognize that it was Jesus who came up along side on their walk - only later was  
Jesus recognized in the taking and the blessing-and the breaking and the sharing of  the bread 
in a tangible act of  love - showing hospitality to a “resident foreigner” as night began to fall. 

The action we will recognize as Holy Communion or Eucharist... an echo of  the Passover 
meal- 

It is the - taking-blessing-breaking-giving - through which Christ comes to us, again and 
again and again in a choreography of  love, which can take all kinds of  forms. 

I am re-reading a book called The Soul of  Christianity by Huston Smith. He was a teacher, a 
mentor and became a friend. He was most well known for his books on interfaith studies 
and most notably, The World's Religions became a standard textbook in university classes on 
the topic. 

He was raised as a child of  missionary parents in China, later taught at MIT, and became 
close friends with the Dalai Lama. He didn’t just intellectually study other religions but im-
mersed himself  in them and engaged in practices from Native Americans to whirling 
dervishes and loved them all. Christianity was his home. 

I was blessed to study with both Huston Smith and Marcus Borg, a New Testament scholar 
and theologian. They both had a sense of  fun and joy in what they did - and a friendly com-
petition. For example, one of  Marcus Borg’s book is called the Heart of  Christianity. Huston 
later wrote his book called the Soul of  Christianity and when asked why he titled it that he 
grinned and said that the Soul of  Christianity was more important than the Heart of  Chris-
tianity. 

During my first semester at seminary my first husband of  14 years decided to move out of  
the house and go find himself. 

I became an overnight single mother of  three young children, commuting from grass Valley 
to the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley. My original plan was to stay overnight some-

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World%2527s_Religions
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times and have my husband watch the children, but that all changed and I had to commute 
to classes three hours away three times a week. 

People used to joke that I did a weekly pilgrimage to seminary not a commute and they were 
right. 

In order to make the pilgrimage more interesting sometimes I would hitch a ride in a plane 
with somebody from the Grass Valley airport to a place near Berkeley and then catch a train 
and wind my way to what we called Holy Hill - the Graduate Theological Union. 

A few times I even rode a motorcycle but I couldn't get that motorcycle bouncing us out of  
my body after a three hour ride on the freeway. 

So I normally just drove and drove and drove. 

During that first semester the Loma Prieta earthquake happened. The one that happened 
during a national live broadcast of  the 1989 World Series at Candlestick Park. 

I was visiting an old friend, Artist Carol Aust, who still paints and lives in the San Francisco 
Bay area. We were having dinner in her eighth floor apartment about a half  mile from the 
Nimitz freeway. 

Those of  you who remember the Loma Prieta earthquake might remember that the Nimitz 
freeway was the one that collapsed. 

I will never forget as I watched the floor in her kitchen act more like an ocean wave instead 
of  a stable floor. My instinct was to run out the door and I'll never forget Carol grabbing my 
wrist. I still have a little scar from where she dug her nails into me and held me under a door 
that had a bearing wall in case the other things around us collapsed. 

We went outside after all the shaking stopped and saw the destruction left behind with col-
lapsed buildings all around. 

My sense of  safety, of  those things I knew to be secure, like kitchen floors acting like floors 
and like ocean waves, became unglued. I was completely without an inner anchor or com-
pass. 

I happened to be taking a dream class that semester with Jeremy Taylor, another amazing 
teacher whose techniques for understanding dreams is still taught and practiced. 

I began having dreams about chaos, not having a place anywhere in the world. Much worse 
than my dreams about falling from a ladder. The change to being a sudden single mother, 
commuting to seminary 3 hours from home 3 times a week, financial strain, and the earth-
quake did something deep to my soul. 
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I went to go talk to Jeremy about my dreams and about my failed marriage and about not 
finding any center anywhere. 

I hoped he could help me find my way back - but instead he said it's OK to be out of  sync 
and and ungrounded. That was my reality. He said I would find my footing again - some-
thing like my grandfather used to say to me about getting my sea legs when he taught me to 
boat. 

Jeremy said to remember I was not alone and to stay close to my companions on the way -  

I eventually found my footing again, my sea legs became steady. 

Part of  my studies included comparative religions and I desperately wanted to take a class 
from Huston Smith who was teaching at the University of  California Berkeley at the time, 
there was no way I could fit his class time in my pilgrimage schedule. 

I asked if  I could take an independent study with him. Always generous and eager to help he 
said of  course I could and every Tuesday afternoon for one year another student and I went 
over to Huston Smith's house. 

He served us tea and cheese and snacks as we had some of  the most rigorous and also mind 
blowing conversations about religion I have ever had. 

Because I was a single mother I would occasionally bring my youngest daughter with me. She 
was in first grade and liked to hang out with our resident artist at seminary and watch her 
paint or install art projects while I went to classes. 

One Tuesday I took her with me to Huston's house. I was prepared with books and games 
to keep her occupied while I engaged in deep theological conversations. 

But when Huston saw her come in with me, he welcomed her, he gave us all our tea and 
snacks, and then took out a deck of  cards and began to show her magic tricks and card 
games. The hour and a half  that we  normally spent in “important discussion “ was over and 
Huston thanked us and said he’d see us next week. I said ..”but what about our class on pri-
mordial theology? And he said, with a wink and a smile, “you’ve already had it." 

What was essential and what is always essential is to welcome and show love and hospitality 
to the least among us - he took us in, he blessed us - all, he broke bread, well, crackers and 
sent us out back into the world that day. 

Tuesday afternoons with Huston taught so much more important than the fine points of  
primordial theology and perennial philosophy. 
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His book, the Soul of  Christianity, is his most personal one about a spiritual life. He wrote in 
2005: Religion is the greatest resource people have but it is hamstrung between liberals and 
conservatives who cancel each other out, that we have lost a sense of  transcendence.” 

That same sense that the two walking on the road to Emmaus got when they recognized Je-
sus - and then he was gone but yet still present. 

Jesus led them, still leads us now, into a deeper way of  seeing no longer dependent on physi-
cal presence but still spiritually and tangibly present whenever bread is taken and blessed and 
broken and shared - 

- a God that is so expansive that is present wherever you are right now. .. 

Maybe in your pajamas, maybe with a cup of  coffee, sitting at your home altar, or maybe sit-
ting outside. I don't know but I do know that God is present with you. 

In the introduction to the Soul of  Christianity, Huston told a historical antidote. 

In the first half  of  the 20th century the Tennessee Valley Authority was established to dam 
up a valley to generate electricity for the southern state. Officials went to the settlers in the 
designated valley to move them to other sites. The terms were satisfactory and the people 
complied… With one exception, a hold out. 

Typical Appalachian scene and dialect. The dialect is important because local English, which 
has now been crowded out by standard English that is required of  radio and television an-
nouncers, is a source of  pleasure and exactitude. 

I cannot do the dialect so try to imagine it. 

An old man is sitting on the narrow porch of  his one room cabin, smoking his corn cob 
pipe, dog lying at his feet, even the proverbial jug of  moonshine. This is a true story not a 
caricature. The old man hears his visitors out and says, “I ain't movin”. 

Reasoning gets the negotiators nowhere, nor does upping the ante… more land, better 
house, etc. Same reply: "I ain't movin.” 

When the bargaining recommences, the old man again hears them out and then says, "you 
don't get it do you boys? Come into my cabin. I want to show you something.” 

He had the barest of  amenities, but the fire was burning in the fireplace. 

“See that fire, boys? My grandpappy started it, and when he died my pappy kept it going. If  I 
move, that fire goes out. And now boys, do you get it? I ain't movin.” 
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The negotiators left, and returned the next day with a bulldozer and a large flatbed truck. 
The bulldozer scooped the cabin onto the flatbed and, with the owner and his dog tagging 
along, deposited the entire cargo on to its new site.” 

Perhaps we share in some of  those sentiments of  being lost a bit, definitely unconnected in 
ways we are used to connecting. 

Some among us have experienced a friend or family member die —and have been unable to 
be physically with them 

And some are profoundly lonely. 

Some have missed vacations, graduations, festivals— 

Or have lost jobs. Our relationships have become strained. 

Julian of  Norwich described an encounter with God like this: 

“He did not say ‘You shall not be tormented, you shall not be troubled, you shall not be 
grieved,’ but he said, ‘You shall not be overcome.’” 

Our creeds and scriptural knowledge have their place, but by themselves they’re not enough.  
The risen Christ won’t necessarily be in a form we’d anticipate; so, pay attention not only 
with your eyes, but also and especially with your heart. 

We may be in different locations but together we will keep that fire burning in our hearts, 
like the old man in Appalachia kept the fire burning his grandpappy began.


